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Community Engagement



What is community engagement?

• In your teams, discuss why (or why not) each 
photo represents community engagement 

• According to your team, which picture best 
represents community engagement and which 
picture least represents community engagement. 
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Ph.D.
Public Policy
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Stony Brook University
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About Stony Brook
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• College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
• Bachelors

• Technological Systems Management

• Master’s degree
• Technological Systems Management

• PhD
• Technology, Policy and Innovation Policy

Department of Technology and Society

Wolfie the Seawolf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My background. First degree was in electrical engineering. Studied microchip fabrication. Second  degee was in public policy. Studying the effects of 
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We have 
global 
challenges Climate Change

Inequality
War

Pollution
Privacy

…
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We cannot solve global 
challenges with 
solution created 
in wealthy countries, 
by wealthy scientists 
for wealthy people. 

Inclusive Innovation 



Subtitle

Addressing the Community Engagement Gap in Engineering 
Education: A Short-Course Approach

Susan Cozzens, Jameson Wetmore, Michael 
Bernstein, Rafael Castillo, Diran Soumonni, 
Matthew Harsh

Funded a by the Naional Science Foundation under cooperative agreement 
#0937591 to the Center for Nanotechnology and Society at Arizona State 
University and by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship to 

Thomas Woodson.

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations 
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not 

necessarily reflect the views of the National Science 
Foundation



Educating engineers for 
community development

Cape Town, April 
2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humanitarian engineering, engineer to help, holistic engineer, applied engineeringwe’ve discussed the relationship between ETs and dev from a lot of different anglesI want to talk about one more: using postgrad training and education as a space to shape the ET Dev relationshipTHIS IS AN EXPANDING SPACEMore ET programs in dev countries, nano science MSC at UWCa lot in developed countries alreadyARGUMENT: it’s an important space for ETs and Dev and we need to work more there____________________in one sense, most of PG is ET (it’s almost all cutting edge sci, if not nano or syn bio, etc)



No engagement training in most 
technical programs



Engineers define/fix problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
shifts in thinking about TECHNOLOGIES, ENGINEERS, and COMMUNITIES- downey - engineers dont just solve problems, they define them even if this happens sub-consiously, who defines problems is a huge issue in community engagement- tempting to go into a community and think about what they dont have, but shift to postivie framing of capacities- Any PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES/ISSUES in a community has social, cultural, political dimensions, not just technical ones



Environmental Nano Group, 
University of Western Cape, 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
so WHO WE ARE and WHY WE’RE DOING THIS WORKSHOP?STS and tech policy scholars.  you can see most of the co-authors here.all associated w/ CNS @ ASU SPONSORED BY NSFI was a postdoc at ASU for 4 yearsOne of the center’s thematic research clusters: NANOTECHNOLOGY, EQUITY, AND GLOBAL DEVELOPMENTour research that looks at the DISTRIBUTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF NANO.  how nano reflects social and economic inequalities and contributes to increasing or decreasing themfor applications in  water, energy agri-foodwe are comparing national contexts: SA and US HERE WE ARE in cape town at UWC enviro-nano groupthat is the ASU and GT pieceat concordia another partner is EWB - my dept is a group of STS folks (soc scie) housed in an engineering facultywe have a focus on global engineering we work with EWB (Canada)SO I MIGHT SAY ENGINEERS (please take that for a synonym for sci and ENGINEERS)



Ten Lessons

1.Reflect on your motivation, existing knowledge and training
2.Strive to understand community context before starting any technical 

work
3.Act with the community
4.Build capacities and empower community members
5.‘De-center technology’ 
6.Keep power differentials in mind
7.Strive for equitable process and outcomes
8.Think about structural issues surrounding your work
9.Assess often
10. Effective engagement takes time

Nieusma, D., & Riley, D. (2010). Designs on development: engineering, 
globalization, and social justice. Engineering Studies, 2(1), 29-59.
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Broader Impacts of R&D
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Responsible 
Research 
and 
Innovation

“… is an approach that anticipates and 
assesses potential implications and 
societal expectations with regard to 
research and innovation, with the aim 
to foster the design of inclusive and 
sustainable research and innovation.”

Thomas S. Woodson 33

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-
research-innovation



‘Responsible research promotes reliable and collectively 
accepted practices of producing, publishing, and assessing 
research results. It supports the transparency, presence, and 
utilization of science in society.

34
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Broader Impact 
Criterion (BIC)

-NSF grant required broader 
impacts in 1997
-American COMPETES 
Reauthorization Act of 2010 
mandated BIC

“Broader Impacts: The Broader 
Impacts criterion encompasses 
the potential to benefit society 
and contribute to the 
achievement of specific, desired 
societal outcomes.” (NSF, 2018)

Thomas S. Woodson 35
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Complaints with societal impacts 

Thomas S. Woodson 36

Vague and ambiguous standards

Harder to get grants (especially for junior scholars)

Agencies should not consider broader impacts when 
judging science. Focus on the intellectual merit

We don’t know the value of future science. (look at 
Bohr’s discovery)
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Complaints with societal impacts 

Thomas S. Woodson 37

Broader impacts based on flawed 
linear model

Peer review is a bad way to assess 
value (no experts in the room)

Inefficient use of money
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Immediacy

Inclusivity

Inclusive

Direct Extrinsic

Advantaged/ 
Status quo

Universal

Intrinsic

Thomas Woodson, Sophia Boutilier, Impacts for whom? Assessing inequalities 
in NSF-funded broader impacts using the Inclusion-Immediacy 
Criterion, Science and Public Policy, Volume 49, Issue 2, April 2022, Pages 168–
178, https://doi.org/10.1093/scipol/scab072

https://doi.org/10.1093/scipol/scab072
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Broader Impacts of Engineering

“Nature-Based Solutions for 
Restoring Rivers and Streams”
Xiaofeng Liu, Penn State Univ.

Award #1935243

39

NSF Division: Environmental 
Engineering and Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Rivers and streams are a key component of the global ecosystem. Human alteration and pollution have made many of them no longer able to provide full ecological services and functions.”-Common thing to do are to plant trees or add wetlands structures. -” The research approach to be used in this work utilizes state-of- the-art computing technology which makes it feasible to resolve the complex geometry of the restoration structures. It is anticipated that this project will reveal the physical processes around and within restoration structures. “-What’s the best way to build-As we have more flooding and serious weather events, this type of research is ever more important-Combines several fields of engineering. Civil, computer, mechanical
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Broader Impacts of 
Engineering

“CAREER: Reliability and 
Resilience Assurance of 
Cyber-Physical Energy 

Systems”
Mohammed Ben-Idris
Univ. of Nevada, Reno

Award # 1847578
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NSF Division: Electrical, 
Communications and 
Cyber Systems (ECCS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-in 2021 Colonial pipeline experienced a ransomware attack. Hackers came in a locked away billing systems preventing the company from doing business. Big story in the SE of the USA. Fuel shortages across the Southeast. Flights were canceled, long lines at gas stations. Big mess. The company had to pay 4.4 million dollars to hackers to get their systems up and running-Cyber physical system safety and security is a big deal, especially as we make the grid smarter and add different types of energy like wind and solar. -Characterzing and understanding the layers of the grid. Make tools to measure grid reliability. Make tools to defend the grid against attacks. 
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Overlooked 
impacts

Teaching
Collaborations
Training students
Science infrastructure

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teaching is major mission at universityWork from research can be applied to courses to make them better.-Domestic and international collobaration is impotant for research. Especially cool to see intnerational collaborations with scientists in low income countries. The work that is doen in the USA has global reach-Biggest broader impact when I studied it was. About 70% of the grants incorporated training students as broader impact 
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